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Financial News

Creditable performance: Bahrain
Association of Banks chief argues
sector still in good health

FDI inflows rise by 138% in the first
three quarters compared to the
same period last year

B

ahrain EDB has attracted a record number of investment as

T

businesses from around the world continues to look to Bahrain to
access the opportunities in the $1.5tn Gulf economy. In the first nine
months of 2018, FDI inflows increased by 138% when compared to
the same period of last year. This year, Bahrain EDB has already
attracted a total of 76 companies, accounting for an investment of
$810m, breaking the 2017 record of 71 companies, and a total
investment of $733m.

he chairman of the Bahrain Association of Banks has said

that the country’s lenders remain in good shape despite recent
downgrades to four institutions by ratings agency Moody’s.
Mr. Adnan Yousif, the chairman of Bahrain’s Association of Banks
stressed that the banks were in a healthy position with relatively
low levels of non-performing loans (NPLs).
“There is a weakness from our side, and our weakness is
sometimes we are poor in providing information to the media, and
to others like the ratings agencies, but as chairman of the Bahraini
society, I can tell you that banks right now are in very good
conditions. NPL is less than 4.7 percent. If you take the net (nonperforming loans minus provisions already made against them) we
are about 1-1.5 percent. This is the important thing that nobody
mentioned.

The FDI attracted in the first nine months of 2018 was more than five
times of the total attracted in 2015. This strong growth has come in
spite of a challenging global environment for FDI, with global FDI
flows falling 23% in 2017. Investments in 2018 are expected to
generate more than 4,200 jobs over the coming three years, of which
more than 1,100 will be high quality jobs (defined as providing a basic
monthly salary of more than $ 1,850).

“Growth in the banking sector is good. I think that we are in the
range of 8 percent – some of the banks have 5 (percent), some of
the Islamic banks are above 8 percent. Therefore, we anticipate
good business for the banking sector for the coming year,” he
argued. “Furthermore, there is a lot of reserves in oil and gas in
Bahrain that has already been discovered and I think that will boost
also Bahrain’s financial position.”

The investments overall cover all sector focuses with Manufacturing
and Logistics accounting for the majority of investment with 31
companies including Ariston Thermo and Mueller (a copper tube
manufacturer). As well as, a total of 15 companies were attracted in
Tourism, Real Estate, Education & Healthcare, ICT and FS. Some of
which include Al Sahel Resort, Flat6labs, Nest, Bank of Jordan, NFT
Ventures, and Thales (a specialized aerospace and security
company).
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“BAB” Launches a special commission on VAT in finical sector

T

he Bahrain Association of Banks Launches committee on value added tax, comprising 35 members representing 24 banks and financial

Bahraini institutions, in preparation for applying the value added tax in Bahrain next year.
The committee will work under the supervision of BAB to bring together representatives from all banks in Bahrain with an aim to discuss the
Bahrain VAT regulation, assess its impact on financial services sector (specifically banking), share experiences and challeng es faced in its
implementation, work together as one banking community to help each other progress through this key transition period and act as a single
voice for its interactions and dealings with the local regulators on the subject.
The first meeting was held at HSBC Bank’s head office in Seef, chaired by its Chief Financial Officer, Nasir Maqsood. More than thirty (30)
representatives from local banks attended the meeting. Mohamed El-Swefy, HSBC MENAT Head of Tax provided support and guidance to
the group by sharing HSBC’s experiences and challenges faced during its recent VAT implementation in UAE and Saudi Arabia.
His presentation provided a strong base for discussion within the group and provided a clear direction on next steps for the group in
establishing a set purpose, structure and way forward in its dealings with the local regulators. Many representatives shared their respective
views, experiences and challenges they have faced so far and looked upon the group to provide insights and guidance.
Going forward the group expects to meet regularly and share experiences through pre- and post-implementation and, as one group, work with
the local regulators in understanding and refining the Bahrain VAT legislation for the local banking sector.

CBB Raises Key Interest Rate

Bahrain Central Bank net foreign
assets rebound in August

T
N

he Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB) has decided and

effective immediately to raise its key policy interest rate. CBB’s
key policy interest rate on the one-week deposit facility raised
from 2.25% to 2.50%.

et foreign assets at Bahrain’s central bank rebounded in

August, which rose to BD 734.2 million ($1.95 billion) from BD
499.4 million in July. Net foreign assets at Bahraini retail banks
was at BD 1.07 billion in August against BD 1.17 billion in the
previous month.

The CBB has also decided to increase the overnight deposit
rate from 2.00% to 2.25% and adjust both the one-month
deposit rate from 3.00% to 3.25%, and the lending rate from
4.00% to 4.25%.
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Week-long event series will explore the impact of emerging technologies on the future
of the GCC

T

he Bahrain Economic Development Board (EDB) announced that the Kingdom will host Bahrain Tech Week from 28 September to 7

October 2018, bringing together technology experts from government, major private-sector entities and startups to explore how digital
innovations can revolutionize industries across the GCC.
Delivered in strategic partnership with Tamkeen, Bahrain Tech Week presents a uniquely diverse programme of events, with more than ten
summits, forums and workshops exploring tech-driven disruption across different industries and sectors. Last year’s Tech Week attracted
over 4,500 attendees across multiple events.
The AWS Summit, part of Amazon Web Service’s global events series, and the MIT Innovation Forum will form the cornerstones of
Bahrain Tech Week, alongside events hosted by global telecommunications leaders, Huawei, as well as regional tech -startups,
accelerators, and government entities.
H.E. Khalid Al Rumaihi, Chief Executive of the Bahrain EDB, commented: “As disruptive technologies transform industries around the
world, investment in innovation is a key enabler and driver of economic growth. Having developed the GCC’s most advanced and
liberalized ICT infrastructure, Bahrain has an important role to play in pioneering new frameworks that will allow further innovation and
continue to attract world-class technology companies like AWS to Bahrain and the region.

GCC central banks must share more data to cut down on bad debts, says BAB
Chairman

T

he Gulf’s central banks need to collaborate on sharing more information on the credit exposure of major lenders, in order to help

reduce the issue of problem loans in the region, the chairman of Bahrain Association of banks Mr. Adnan Yousif said.
In a keynote address to the Corporate Restructuring Summit in Dubai, Mr. Adnan Yousif said that most Gulf Cooperation Counci l
(GCC) countries have agreed to link their credit information bureaus together, which in theory should allow any bank in the region to
apply to their own central bank for information on a customer applying for finance so they can gain an insight into their deb t exposure
in other countries.
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BAB to hold first open dialogue

B

ahrain Association of banks (BAB) is holding its first open dialogue with its members, non-members and partners of the Association on

October 8.
This meeting will particularly address mechanisms to enhance the BAB’s role as an effective representative for the banking in stitutions with the
Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB) in the context of their common objective of strengthen the leadership of the financial and banking sector in
Bahrain as it has been for the past 50 years.
The dialogue will also provide an opportunity for banking institutions to meet with the CBB, Economic Development Board (EDB) and BCCI,
which will brief these institutions on the most important efforts and achievements in favor of strengthening the Bah rain Financial Center and its
joint ambitions.
Adnan Ahmed Yousif, Chairman of the Association, said that this meeting comes within the framework of the association’s keenn ess to open
and expand new channels for communication with banks in the Kingdom of Bahrain and informing them with the programs, initiatives, and
achievements of the Association and listening to their views with regards to developing the performance of the Association an d matters it should
adopt.
The Chairman invite all banking institutions in Bahrain to attend this meeting to exchange ideas and opinions about the opportunities and
challenges facing the financial and banking sector as a whole, especially in light of current developments and challenges.
Adnan thanked the Central Bank of Bahrain and the Economic Development Board for their intentions to participate in this meeting, which
confirms their continued support to the Association and the banking industry in Bahrain.
Dr. Waheed Al Qassim, CEO of BAB said for his part: “Our objective is to strengthen the role of BAB as a platform that brings together all of us
to exchange experiences and expertise, and discuss the specific needs of the banking sector in terms of capacity building, tr aining and
researches, and to enhance BAB’s ability to meet the aspirations of its members”.
Dr. Al Qassim pointed out that the forum will also discuss ways to support the efforts to increase the contribution of the fi nancial and banking
sector to the GDP, thus enhancing its position as one of the most important economic sectors in Bahrain, increasing the efficiency of Bahrainis
working in it, attracting more Bahraini talented and employs. Further strengthen its leadership of the Bahrain financial and banking sector to
serve as a model for the region as a whole.
Dr. Al Qassim stated: “This dialogue provides a platform for discussion on various issues that will explore the opportunities and challenges
facing the financial and banking sector in the Kingdom of Bahrain, and to6 exchange ideas on how to bui ld on the achievements of this sector
including the significant progress in the field of banking legislation, the advanced experience of Islamic banking, and the a vailability of local
competencies and expert trained that occupy more than 90% of the cadres of financial and banking institutions in Bahrain”.

BDB New CEO Visit

D

r. Waheed Al Qassim, BAB CEO, met on Tuesday 31 July 2018,

with Mr. Sanjeev Paul, Bahrain Development Bank CEO to discuss
common financial matters and congratulate him on his new position
in the #BDB.
During the meeting, Dr. Waheed briefed him about the role of #BAB
and all the services provided to its members. Also, he highlighted the
main issues and matters that are currently handled by the association
and the status of each one of them.
The two sides discussed the important role played by SMEs in the
development of Bahrain economy and ways to extend more support
to them, as they constitute the majority of business activities. Dr. Waheed expressed BAB readiness to support BDB with this
regards.

EKYC Project

B

AB is cooperation with Benefit has formed three committees which consists of Bahrain banks representatives to discuss the

EKYC Project. The main committee are the Steering Committee, Business Committee and the Technical Committee.
The National eKYC Project that will be operated by The BENEFIT Company in alliance with the Information & e-government
Authority (IGA) will enable Financial Institutions to electronically authenticate/verify customer identity and retrieve KYC d ata for
both Individual and Corporate customers. BENEFIT will not store KYC data however, will act as a gateway between data
providers and entities subscribing to the e-KYC service.

Meeting with the Ministry of Justice

B

ahrain Association of Banks (BAB)

held a meeting with the Justice, Islamic
Affairs and Endowments Ministry to review
its project to establish a banking arbitration,
which will help accelerate banking
procedures, strengthen Bahrain’s position
as a developed financial center in the
region, and attract foreign investment in the
financial and banking sectors.
A statement from BAB said both parties
agreed to develop a preliminary vision of
what could be called a court or a banking
arbitration authority that aims to resolve
disputes arising from financial and banking
transactions in Bahrain quickly and
efficiently, taking into account privacy
policies of financial and banking issues and
the required expertise to speed up
decisions and implement its provisions.
They also decided to request expert enrolment at the training institute of the ministry. However, BAB suggested providing a list of
banking experts that are experienced in the field.
The meeting also discussed collaboration between BAB, the Justice, Islamic Affairs and Endowments Ministry, and the Industry
and Commerce and Tourism Ministry to implement “Bankruptcy Laws Awareness Campaign” to inform and provide the banking
sector with latest updates regarding the Bankruptcy Law that was issued last May.
Justice, Islamic Affairs and Endowments Ministry under-secretary for justice affairs Wael Buali, under-secretary for court and
notarization Mohammed Bucheeri, court affairs director Nayef Althawadi and BAB chief executive Waheed Al Qassim were among
those present at the meeting.
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Bahrain Association of Banks & Waqfe Join Hands to Build Bahrain’s Talent Force

B

ahrain Association of Banks recently signed a collaboration

agreement with the Waqfe, a leading Bahrain based Fintech solutions
provider. The collaboration will enable 40 talented Bahrainis to acquire
skills in the financial services industry through a structured internship
program.
Based on the agreement, Waqfe will be placing 40 Bahraini interns
with Bahrain Association of Banks. Through these internships, young
Bahrainis will benefit from real-life work experiences that will give
them the chance to develop their professional skills and
competencies, which in turn will assist them in the development of
their career.

AL Salam Bank Visit

D

r. Waheed Al Qassim, BAB CEO, met with Mr. Rafik Nayed, Chief Executive Officer

of Al Salam Bank Group to discuss common financial matters and congratulate him on
his new position.
During the meeting, Dr. Waheed briefed him about the role of BAB and all the services
provided to its members. Also, he highlighted the main issues and matters that are
currently handled by the association and the status of each one of them.
CEO of BAB also discussed the Association’s 11 permanent committees experience,
which each of them is specialized in main banking topic and serves as platform for
members to joint their efforts to deal with common issues and challenges, thus giving
deeper and more comprehensive institutional dimension for the activities and functions
of the association and allow for greater participation from all members of the association
to enable the association of perform its functions.

Creation of New Treasury Committee

T

he purpose of establishing the Bahrain Banks Treasurers Committee is to assist the Board of Directors in addressing matters

related to Bahrain banks Treasurers in the banking industry. The main responsibilities of the new committee will be as follow:
1. To assist, the Board of Directors, CBB and the Banking Industry in formulating rules, regulations and standards related to
Bahrain banks treasurers.
2. To assist banks and financial institutions in Bahrain to develop programs to attract investors and promote Bahrain as an
international financial hub.
3. To assist the Board of Directors in promoting co-operation and assistance between management of treasurers and the
banking industry.
4. To advise the CBB and other regulatory authorities on matters related to Bahrain banks treasurers inside and outside
Bahrain.
5. To promote and encourage programs and projects that enable the banking industry and other financial institutions to
participate in the management, financing or selling of stalled projects in Bahrain.

Bahrain Banks Treasurers Commitee
Supervised by: Abdulaziz Al Helaissi
Chaired by: Steve Moulder
Deputy: To be announced later
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ATM fees Revision
• The Issue: Retail bank licensees are prohibited from charging any
fees for transactions/enquiries made locally through their own
ATMs or the Benefit Company ATM network.
• BAB held 3 meetings with Banks representatives and came up with
a proposal that will be sent to CBB.
Escrow Accounts for Regulatory sandbox companies
• The Issue: CBB like to better understand the challenges faced by
recently licensed entities, including but not limited to, those falling
under the ambit of Sandbox entities as well as Payment Service
Provider (“PSP”) licensees; specifically the ability of such entities to
open Escrow Accounts with Banks operating in the Kingdom.
• In this regard, banks who are not willing to open Escrow Accounts
for Sandbox Entities and PSP licensees are kindly requested to
provide the CBB with the justification(s)/concern(s)/difficulty (ies)
which you might for not doing so.
• BAB held a meeting with Banks representatives and came up with a
unfied module which was sent to CBB for their action.
Interest/Profit charges on credit cards circular
• The Issue: In case of non-payment of credit/charge card dues in full
by the due date, certain credit card issuers charge interest/profit
on the full amount billed and due instead of on the outstanding
amount, billed and due.
• BAB held a meeting with Banks representative and drafted a letter
to the CBB to clarify the matter and request for a meeting. The
response from the CBB was: CBB is pleased to meet with the banks
to discuss their reaction, however CBB regret to advice that the
CBB’s stance is not negotiable.
• BAB is waiting for a response from CBB to setup a date for the
meeting
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BD-USD exchange rate on cards circular

• The Issue: Card issuing licenses are using higher BD-USD Dollar
exchange rates. i.e. above the official exchange rate cap which is
0.3780 set by the CBB, when billing customers on card transactions
conducted in foreign currencies and routed through international
payment network operators.
• BAB held a meetings with Banks representatives and came up with a
proposal that will be sent to CBB.
• CBB response was as follow: Licensees that do not adhere to this
requirement under the law will attract serious enforcement action as
this is viewed by the CBB as a serious matter with significant impact.

SME’s Challenges

• The Issue: Listing SME’s for loans and financing eligibility
• Banking Product Development Chairperson Mrs. Dalal Abdulla & Mrs.
Afrah Ajaj had a meeting with Ms. Najla Al Shirawi CEO of SICO to
discuss this matter further and it was agreed that the matter will be
discussed with the committee members on their next meeting.
• BAB to organize a meeting with the concerned committee to discuss
this matter further
• BAB to organize a meeting with Tamkeen to find out if they can offer
programs for the SME’s employees

Issuance of the New Shari’a Governance Module
(“Module SG”)
• The Issue: The Islamic Banking Committee suggested to translate the
modules to the Arabic language, they are facing problems in the courts
because of the inaccuracy of the translation.
• BAB sent a letter to CBB regarding this issue, the CBB response was:
• Arabic Translation of the Module should be addressed through BAB
translation project
• The response also contained clarifications requested by the committee
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The Financial Sector Court
• The Issue: BAB has committed itself to drive an independent
legal system (Courts, Public Prosecution, Implementation Court
and others) for the financial sector
• BAB prepared a proposed framework for finance Sector
litigation in Bahrain on 31 January 2017
• BAB is in the process of circulating the proposal to all members
for their feedback
Returned Checks
• The Issue: In case of non-payment of credit/charge card dues in
full by the due date, certain credit card issuers charge
interest/profit on the full amount billed and due instead of on
the outstanding amount, billed and due.
• BAB sent a letter to the CBB regarding this issue, CBB respond
was: CBB has advised Benefit to take necessary measures to add
the return reason “Insufficient Funds” into the Bahrain Cheques
Transaction System.
• Waiting for CBB response
CBB Aggregation Criteria- for Single Obligors
• The Issue: Based on the committee review of similar rules under
SAMA regulations and the Basel Framework, they find that the
threshold is 50% instead of 20% while the European framework
is does not mention any percentage threshold and instead
require aggregation in case financial trouble at one entity
adversely impacts the other entity. An extract of the stated rules
are attached as Annexure I and II where they have highlighted
the 50% threshold.
• Committee request CBB’s reconsideration in modifying the
stated controlling interest threshold in relevant rules to be in
line with the other regulatory bodies in the international market
and with the best market practice.
• BAB sent a letter to the CBB regarding this issue. Waiting for
their reply.
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New regulations circulated by the CBB for consultation during this
year

• Section1: the broader concerns in terms of implementation timelines, relative stringency
of the requirements, cost versus benefit issues and possibly some exemptions that can
be provided to non-D-SIB banks.
• Section2: collated the views of various banks representing the BAB Risk Management
Committee on detailed technical aspects of the rulebook providing reference to the
various rules, therefore these may not be construed as the collectively agreed view of
BAB RMC.
• BAB sent the letter to CBB about the two sections on 18 July 2018 ref: 237/CEO/2018

Brokerage Fees

• The Issue: CBB decided to revisit BAB & brokers operating in Bahrain to develop a new
scale for brokerage fees that is in line with the brokerage industry requirements
• BAB collected feedback from both brokers and banks regarding the new fees structure
and the committee came up with a new fee structure.
• Recommendation letter sent to CBB on 06 September 2018

Failed ATM/POS Terminal Transaction

• CBB Circulated directives that need to be implemented effective 1 May 2018. Banks are
fully committed to implement the instructions but it will be a challenge for most banks to
complete the requirements on 1 May due to difficult data captured at each license.
Therefore, BAB requested to extend the deadline by two months period.
• CBB has decided to extend the deadline to comply with the requirements of the Circular
No. EDBS/KH/C/29/2018 two weeks until 15th May,2018
• BAB succeed in delaying the deadline for two weeks.

Insolvency Law

• The Issue: The BAB committee prepared a study on the insolvency law 2016. Suggestions
on correcting paragraphs and phrases on the current law.
• BAB met with the Minister of Justice to discuss this law, the legal committee also
prepared a study paper regarding this issue and was sent to the CBB.
• Legal Committee provided the CBB with the corrections and notes about the current law
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Consultation Paper- Methodology for Calculating Financial Penalties
to be Imposed upon CBB Licensees

• The Issue: The Central Bank of Bahrain has circulated a consultation paper explaining the
methodology for calculating financial penalties
• BAB sent a letter to the CBB listing the comments of the committee on the consultation
paper.
• BAB has succeeded in giving its members the clarification needed about this consultation
paper

Consultation Paper- Fees & Charges for Standard Services/ Products
Provided to Retail Customer

• The Issue: The Central Bank of Bahrain has circulated a consultation paper capping some
of the fees and charges.
• BAB held meetings with banks and collected the opinions of banks and communicated
with the CBB.
• BAB has succeeded in changing some fees and charges as per the suggestions of
members

Blocking system

• The Issue: CBB issued a Blocking System guideline which imposes several obligations on
the Banks. These obligations will carry severe commercial & legal consequences that
prejudices the Bank’s rights, in addition to the Customers rights.
• The Governor recommended that banks present a formal document outlining their
requirements to the Legislation and Legal Opinion Commission (LLOC).
• BAB has succeeded in changing some fees and charges as per the suggestions of
members

EFTS

• Banks agree that at present the EFTS system is a loss-making proposition. The objective
of this meeting is to ask the CBB for fees that are fair and allow a small profit, perhaps 20
to 30 percent
• BAB sent an email to the CBB explaining how banks are being penalized for EFTS during
downtime even after approval from CBB and Benefit. 2 Aug 2017
• BAB has explained very clearly the banks point of view in this regards
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